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 Volunteers in Unionized Canadian Public
 Libraries: A Finely Tuned Partnership

 Ann Curry

 Volunteers have served in public libraries in Canada since the early
 1800s and are still essential for maintaining services in many small librar
 ies. However, stringent staff budgeting and increased unionization of pro
 fessional and paraprofessional library staff have created a difficult climate
 for volunteer use in the 1990s. Management has become more complex
 and confrontational as unions attempt to safeguard paid positions and
 contracts referring to volunteers are more difficult to negotiate. Informa
 tion from a survey of British Columbia public libraries provides details of
 the union/volunteer relationship, including how volunteers are used and
 the management challenges involved.

 Philanthropy in the form of volunteering has existed in Canadian
 public libraries for many years. It appears, however, that the increasing
 unionization of library staff members at all levels and the continuing
 economic recession in Canada have precipitated an uneasy tension be
 tween union members and volunteers. Since 1970 there has been tre

 mendous growth in the use of volunteers within public service agencies.
 In Canadian public libraries particularly, this was paralleled by equally
 significant progress toward the unionization of both professional and
 support staff. Volunteers and unionized staff cautiously accepted but
 carefully monitored each other's efforts and successes. Current financial
 cutbacks and high unemployment have transformed observant recogni
 tion into suspicion and in some cases active opposition. This article ana
 lyzes a survey of the volunteer/union relationship in the public libraries
 of British Columbia, relating it to a brief review of the histories of vol
 unteerism and unionization in public library staffing.

 Volunteerism

 In the early days of setdement, immigrants to Canada joined efforts to
 accomplish vital work such as clearing land; building houses, barns, and
 churches; and reaching out to those beset by tragedy or newly arrived in
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 the area. These volunteer efforts were often coordinated by churches,
 for example, the help offered by established black congregations to
 black Americans fleeing to Canada.1 In the twentieth century, religion
 continues to play a key role in volunteerism, but benevolent societies
 and service clubs are also of major importance. Canada's public libraries
 were major beneficiaries of early volunteer efforts: many began as book
 lending services offered by Mechanics Institute volunteers or ladies'
 charitable groups. Resources and programing were very limited, but
 were much appreciated by homesteaders and those in small villages.2

 The history and geography of British Columbia made the use of vol
 unteers very necessary for early public library growth. Unlike most U.S.
 states and Canadian provinces, B.C. was not originally divided into coun
 ties for purposes of civil administration. This created difficulties for pub
 lic library advancement and particularly for the establishment of larger
 units of service. The province's succession of mountain ranges that par
 allel the Pacific coast make east/west travel difficult and have resulted in

 the growth of numerous small valley settlements. Until the 1960s, major ur
 ban areas (Vancouver and suburbs, and Victoria) existed only in the south
 west corner of the province. A 1933 Commission report on Canadian
 library conditions and needs specifically notes these geographic prob
 lems,3 but concludes that libraries were developing because "... the
 great bulk of work is done by unpaid volunteers. In every community
 there are people interested enough in the library movement to devote
 thereto a considerable amount of their personal time and effort."4
 Volunteers were also crucial to the success of B.C.'s early regional li

 brary systems established in the 1930s?the Fraser Valley Demonstration
 Project (funded by the Carnegie Foundation) and the Okanagan Re
 gional Library System. In each of these systems, paid professional librar
 ians coordinated services, but volunteers, often members of the local

 Women's Institute, operated the widely scattered libraries.5

 Unionization

 In neither Canada nor the United States were professional and para
 professional public library workers extensively unionized until after
 1970. The early history of unionization in U.S. libraries has been exten
 sively reported.6 Information on more recent unionization activities can
 also be found.7 Mention of Canadian unionization history is more lim
 ited.8 In commenting on early U.S. library unions from 1915 to 1939,
 Bernard Berelson notes several times that "all the unions repudiate the
 use of strikes and picketing and rely on negotiations, promotion of leg
 islation, petitioning, and similar methods of procedure."9 The attitudes
 of library workers have certainly changed; several B.C. libraries have ex
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 perienced strike threats during the past year. Charlotte Mudge reports
 that the earliest single library unionization was the London (Ontario)
 Public Library employees' 1945 affiliation with the Federation of Civic
 Employees Union to advance their demands for better working condi
 tions. A slighdy earlier 1944 affiliation between members of the British
 Columbia Library Association and the Canada-wide Trades and Labour
 Congress resulted in fellow union members lobbying alongside the li
 brarians for a new library building.10 Any mention of union concern
 with volunteers is noticeably absent from both U.S. and Canadian writ
 ing of the time. Salary, fringe benefits, grievance procedures, working
 conditions, possible conflicts between professionalism and unionism,
 and ethics of strike action appear to be the subjects of primary concern.
 Theodore L. Guyton notes the difficulties some librarians perceived in
 protecting professional jobs from being filled with paraprofessionals,
 but he does not mention protection of either professional or parapro
 fessional jobs from volunteers as a union concern.11

 Sally G. Reed and Rashelle S. Karp have recendy published books in
 which they endorse the increased use of volunteers in libraries enthusi
 astically.12 Although both authors acknowledge that volunteers should
 not replace paid workers, neither explores the issue with the same de
 gree of concern that is apparent in current B.C. library union negotia
 tions. It appears that social, political, and economic forces have
 combined to create the union/volunteer tension in British Columbia
 that is revealed in the literature on volunteer management13 and in the
 survey research completed for this article.

 Canadian Unionization Rates

 Guyton's establishment of the strong influence of state (provincial) or
 regional employment environment on library unionization14 makes a
 brief description of the Canadian and British Columbian labor scene
 useful here as context. Guyton's analysis of U.S. library staff members
 reveals a "proximity" factor: library staff are more likely to be unionized
 in areas of strong overall unionization. Unionization is a very significant
 factor in Canada's labor market, even among professional workers. Ac
 cording to Statistics Canada, the overall rate of unionization of Cana
 dian workers is 35.1 percent,15 a rate similar to that of Britain (36
 percent)16 but much higher than in the United States (18 percent).17
 Unionization rates vary considerably by province with Newfoundland re
 cording the highest at 53 percent, Quebec second at 41 percent, and
 British Columbia a close third at 39 percent. Workers in large Canadian
 cities are more unionized than those in small centers or rural areas. In

 major metropolitan areas, the average rate was 40.6 percent in 1991,
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 over one-and-a-half times the rate of 26.5 percent in nonmetropolitan
 areas of Canada. Greater Vancouver, British Columbia's largest metro
 politan area, has one of Canada's highest rates with 48 percent of its
 workers holding union cards. Although these general unionization rates
 are available, none specific to library workers could be found. Canada's
 largest union is the Canadian Union of Public Employees (CUPE),

 which enrolls 10.6 percent of all Canadian union members. The CUPE
 represents more Canadian library employees than any other union. Be
 cause of the large percentage of female employees in public libraries, it
 is of interest that among its nearly one-quarter of a million members,
 CUPE has over two-and-a-half times the number of female members of

 the next largest union. As of 1991, the latest statistics available, female
 union membership constitutes 40.7 percent of the Canadian total and,
 unlike male membership, continues to grow.

 Survey

 A questionnaire soliciting information on the extent of volunteer use
 in libraries and the volunteer/union relationship was the basis of the fol
 lowing analysis of these issues as they affect the public libraries of British
 Columbia.

 Methodology

 In November 1994 the questionnaire was pretested in six libraries of
 various sizes. The revised questionnaire was mailed in December 1994 to
 the chief executive officer (head librarian, etc.) of each independently
 governed public library in B.C., eighty-eight in total as identified from a
 mailing database used by the Library Services Branch of the provincial
 government. A regional system governed by a single board was consid
 ered as one library, because issues relating to the use of volunteers would
 generally be made centrally and apply to the system as a whole. As well,
 in each of the B.C. regional systems all staff members belong to a system

 wide union bargaining unit.
 After a reminder was mailed in early January 1995, a response rate of

 93 percent (82 of the 88) was achieved, giving a presumed validity of
 plus or minus 2.8 percent at the .05 level of confidence. The responses
 were coded and the data entered into a SYSTAT program, which was
 used for data analysis.

 Libraries were categorized by governance type into four different
 groups, with the response rate for each group indicated in parentheses:

 Regional (5 of 5): A library system comprising municipalities and
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 surrounding school districts that has corporate powers and tax req
 uisitioning authority;

 Municipal (18 of 18): A city or town library that operates under
 an appointed municipal board and is supported largely from mu
 nicipal revenues;

 Public library associations: (46 of 48) A library in a smaller com
 munity, operating under an elected board of management and not
 supported by direct taxation; most of these receive grants or con
 tributions from local government;

 Reading centers: (13 of 17) In communities generally too small
 to organize local public library service, such a center is sponsored
 by community organizations, staffed solely by volunteers, and su
 pervised direcdy by the provincial government's Library Services
 Branch.

 Results

 Sixty-three of the eighty-two responding libraries use volunteers: two
 of five regional systems, six of eighteen municipal libraries, forty-one of
 forty-six public library associations (hereafter cited as PLAs), and by
 definition, all thirteen reading centers. Each of the two regional systems
 uses volunteers in only one of its service oudets: the Okanagan system
 with thirty-one branches has a special-needs volunteer in one of them,
 while the Vancouver Island system with thirty-seven branches has three
 volunteers in one branch. The directors of both regional systems indi
 cated that these volunteers were "special cases, and not the norm."

 Volunteer use is clearly the most extensive in libraries serving smaller
 populations. Among libraries serving fewer than ten thousand people,
 93 percent use volunteers, while in larger libraries, only 46 percent do
 so. The tasks done by volunteers also differ between smaller and larger
 libraries: volunteers in small libraries are usually involved in essential ba
 sic duties, while those in larger libraries are often only involved in out
 reach services. This difference is often linked to union agreements, a
 factor discussed later.

 Of the eighty-two responding libraries, twenty-five (30 percent) have
 unionized staff, but this group includes all the largest libraries. Thus
 over 80 percent of the full- and part-time staff covered by the survey re
 sponses are union members. The results of this survey support Guyton's
 conclusion18 that the larger the population served, the more likely the
 library is to be unionized (see Table 1).

 The data also reveal that rates of unionization and use of volunteers is

 linked, unionized libraries being less likely to use volunteers than non
 unionized ones (see Table 2).
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 TABLE 1
 Library Size 8c Rate of Unionization

 Population Served Unionization Ratio

 0-499 0 of 8
 500-999 0 of 10
 1000-4999 0 of 20
 5000-9999 4 of 16
 10,000-24,999 7 of 11
 25,000-99,999 6 of 9
 100,000-199,999 2 of 2
 200,000 plus 6 of 6

 While size and unionization are clearly factors linked with volunteer
 use, the qualitative data gathered indicate that unionization can in many
 cases be considered separately.

 Why Volunteers Are Not Used

 The nineteen chief librarians of organizations without volunteers
 (both unionized and nonunionized) were asked to indicate from a se
 lected list as many reasons as apply why they believe volunteers are not
 used (see Table 3).

 The presence of a union is clearly important. For all fourteen of the
 unionized libraries where no volunteers are used, Reason 1 and/or 2
 were checked and, in most cases, these were the only reasons chosen.
 Comments such as "it would set the union on the warpath" and "this is
 not the right time to battle the union over this issue" appear on these

 TABLE 2
 Unionization and Volunteer Use: The British Columbia Picture

 Number of Unionized Libraries 25
 Use volunteers 11
 Do not use volunteers 14

 Number of Non-unionized Libraries 57
 Use volunteers 52
 Do not use volunteers 5

 Total number of responding libraries 82
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 TABLE 3
 Reasons Why Libraries (Both Unionized 8c Non-unionized)

 Do Not Use Volunteers

 1. The library union executive would object 11/19 58%
 2. The staff union contract does not permit it 9/19 47%
 3. Volunteers' adherence to schedules cannot 5/19 26%

 always be depended upon
 4. Salaried staff members would object 4/19 21%
 5. The chief librarian is against the idea in principle 4/19 21%
 6. Too much staff time is required to supervise 3/19 16%

 volunteers

 7. The quality of work performed by volunteers may 3/19 16%
 be of questionable quality

 8. The library board/library committee is against 3/19 16%
 the idea in principle

 9. It is too difficult to recruit volunteers 3/19 16%

 10. Use of volunteers has never been considered by 2/19 11%
 the library board/committee

 11. The library has no need of volunteer help 0/20 0%

 questionnaires. The directors of these libraries are no doubt cognizant
 of CUPE's concerns about volunteers which appear in many of the
 union's documents, for example:

 The use of volunteers has become a serious problem in many areas
 of public and social services. As our provincial government makes
 more and more drastic cuts to these services, public employers are
 looking for ways to reduce staff while still appearing to provide the
 same level of service. They do this by cutting back hours, by imple

 menting job-sharing, and most seriously by replacing paid workers
 with volunteer labour. . . . The labour movement has always be
 lieved that services such as health care, social and educational ser

 vices, recreation, safety, and community maintenance should be
 universal and accessible, and should be of the highest standard
 that society can provide. This includes maintaining an adequate,
 permanent, trained, and decently paid workforce.19

 Although union documents may refer to the societal benefits of volun
 teers in some situations,20 CUPE philosophy asserts that widespread use
 of volunteers diminishes bargaining unit power.21 Union representatives
 urge all CUPE locals to negotiate language into collective agreements
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 that will protect members' jobs from volunteers, and they discourage
 joint union-management agreements that officially sanction volunteer
 use. The following criteria are recommended when union members op
 pose volunteer use:

 Volunteers will not be used to replace or displace paid staff.
 The number of paid staff is to be determined without consider

 ation of volunteer contributions.

 Volunteers are not to be providers of service, but rather only to
 add something extra; for instance, more personal contact.

 Volunteers do not run programs.
 If volunteer activity illustrates an ongoing need, then the work

 should be paid. Once the pioneering work is over, the jobs should
 be permanent.

 An essential job on a continuing basis should be paid.
 Volunteers should only be used on a "by-need," "special occa

 sion" basis, but should not supplement a program on an ongoing
 basis.22

 Considering these wide-ranging criteria, library directors and boards in
 libraries with established CUPE unions have very limited scope within

 which to introduce volunteer programs, and survey responses indicate
 great reluctance to initiate bargaining over this issue.

 Although only four respondents selected the reason "chief librarian is
 against the idea in principle," written comments from both those who
 use and those who do not use volunteers suggest that this point of view
 is more prevalent. Eighteen respondents said that volunteer use can
 lessen the perceived value of library jobs in the eyes of the library board
 and the public, who are often unable to differentiate among the skill
 levels required for different jobs. According to one respondent, "If vol
 unteers can do closely supervised jobs, the board thinks that volunteers
 can do everything. They don't see that a library assistant could do the
 job in half the time and without constant questioning. Volunteers can
 devalue all our jobs and put respect for our profession back 50 years."

 Reasons 3 and 4 were cited most often by respondents from the five
 nonunionized libraries, one of whom commented that she has "enough
 problems with current staff wondering if they'll have a job next year
 without plunging the morale any lower by adding free unreliable la
 bour." In focusing on problems with volunteer reliability, these respon
 dents echoed the same concerns about this form of philanthropy voiced
 by Marilyn MacKenzie23 and Peter F. Drucker.24 Volunteer management
 literature also cautions about objections by paid staff members, both
 union and nonunion.25 Managers are warned that the volunteer/staff
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 relationship can be the biggest pitfall unless teamwork is encouraged
 and achieved. As one author explains, "It is impossible to legislate trust,
 respect and cordiality [between volunteers and staff]; however, defining
 boundaries, roles, and expectations can encourage their development."26
 Steve McCurley warns that imposing volunteers on a staff may be "fa
 tal," leading to a "war zone" atmosphere where conflict is rampant and
 turnover among volunteers is high because they would prefer to spend
 their discretionary time in a pleasant atmosphere.27

 Both the literature and the survey results show that the labor-manage
 ment relationship regarding volunteers is very volatile. Both manage
 ment and unionized staff have the same general goal, namely to operate
 the library in a way that will give optimum service to the library's pa
 trons. But they perceive this goal in different ways: management wants to
 deliver service in the most expeditious and economical way, while the
 union wants service to be delivered in the fairest way possible for its
 members. Even directors from nonunionized libraries are very wary of
 the impact of volunteers on staff relations. Overall, survey respondents
 appear to be well aware of staff/union fears that volunteers will threaten
 a status quo achieved through regular and hard negotiation.

 Union Contracts

 Union contracts that specify terms of an agreement about the use of
 volunteers are difficult to negotiate. Only four of twenty-five unionized
 libraries have such agreements, some of which sanction limited use of
 volunteers and others not; the directors of six other unionized libraries

 commented that the topic was "too hot to handle." Union negotiators
 seem to prefer a blanket prohibition on the use of volunteers, while

 managers prefer clauses that leave open the possibility of at least future
 volunteer use. Compromise has been difficult. In many large libraries,
 all current nonmanagerial positions are within the bargaining unit, so
 the CUPE-recommended clause which states that "volunteers will not

 be used for any jobs which fall within the bargaining unit" precludes the
 use of volunteers. Another contract problem arises with job descriptions,
 a critical element of many agreements. Employers resist a high degree of
 specificity in job descriptions, preferring to include phrases such as "any
 other related duties." But CUPE negotiators maintain that this phrase
 leads to misinterpretation due to difficulties in drawing the line between
 the duties that regular employees perform and the tasks that employers

 may want volunteers to perform. Entire contract agreements may be
 stalled because of this disagreement over descriptions for paid staff and
 volunteer jobs.28

 Eight respondents noted the volatile subject of volunteer use during
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 TABLE 4
 What Tasks are Performed by Volunteers in British Columbia's Public Libraries

 1. Shelving returned material 56/63 89%
 2. Checking in/out library materials 49/63 78%
 3. Shelf-reading to ensure materials are in order 49/63 78%
 4. Preparing material for circulation by labelling, 40/63 63%

 stamping, etc.
 5. Repairing library materials 33/63 52%
 6. Setting up displays 30/63 48%
 7. Answering reference questions 25/63 40%
 8. Programming, e.g. story hours 22/63 35%
 9. Serving homebound/institutionalized users 20/63 32%
 10. Assisting with acquisitions (processing orders, 14/63 22%

 invoices, etc.)
 . 11. Janitorial work 13/63 21%
 12. Selecting materials for purchase 12/63 19%
 13. Teaching in ESL or adult literacy programs 2/63 3%

 strikes as a contract difficulty. The pros and cons are discussed exten
 sively by Linda L. Graff, who concludes that expanding volunteers' du
 ties to accomplish the work of striking union members often prolongs
 strike action and harms the long-term relationships among union mem
 bers, management, and volunteers.29 Union members generally prefer
 that contracts specify no volunteers cross the picket line, while manage

 ment prefers more flexibility.

 Tasks Volunteers Perform

 Where volunteers are used, respondents indicated from a selected list
 which tasks they perform. Table 4 shows that shelving returned material,
 checking material in and out, and shelf-reading were the tasks noted
 most often.

 In libraries serving a population of fewer than twenty-five thousand,
 volunteers are involved in shelving returned materials in 95 percent of
 the cases. The percentage drops to 40 percent in larger libraries and
 comments indicate that volunteer shelving duties are not system-wide,
 but rather the exception to general staffing configurations. In 90 per
 cent of libraries serving a population of fewer than ten thousand, volun
 teers are involved in check in/out duties, but this percentage drops
 sharply in larger organizations. A similar pattern exists for shelf-reading.
 The presence of unions is an important consideration accounting for
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 the absence of volunteers in these duties, as all three types of work are
 done by unionized workers in larger systems.

 In contrast to the above duties, serving homebound or institutional
 ized library users is a task done more frequently by volunteers in large
 libraries than in small ones. Two reasons may account for this. First,
 comments indicate that most libraries serving fewer than twenty-five
 thousand do not offer homebound service, whereas larger libraries do.
 Second, "out-of building" services have not traditionally been included
 within the union purview, being considered additional to "regular" li
 brary services. Nonunion staff can therefore perform these services in a
 unionized organization. In three of the six large systems where volun
 teers are used, homebound service is the only duty performed by volun
 teers. Respondents from these systems indicated that they and/or the
 unions consider homebound duties to be a "special case with historical
 precedents," but that any moves to expand volunteer responsibilities be
 yond this would be strongly opposed by staff members.

 A population-based pattern emerged as well for programing duties,
 for example story-telling for children. In small reading-center libraries,
 volunteers are seldom used because such programs are rarely per
 formed: there may be little extra space in the "library corner" of the
 general store. Volunteers perform programing in 50 percent of mid
 sized libraries serving a population of 500-9,999, but their use falls
 sharply with subsequent population increases. No volunteers are used
 for programing in libraries serving over twenty-five thousand. It would
 appear that this is a job assigned to full-time staff (perhaps a children's
 librarian?) when employee numbers grow.

 Participation in reference work also changed with population size.
 Volunteers perform reference duties in 24 of 40 (60 percent) of the li
 braries serving a population of fewer than 25,000, but in only in 1 of 13
 (8 percent) of those serving a larger population. In larger systems, ref
 erence functions are more complex and therefore assigned to profes
 sional paid staff.
 Additional volunteer tasks were specified in 40 percent of responses.

 The most common is filing catalog cards (where this is still done), but
 other answers ranged widely: photocopying, data entry, barcoding,
 phoning regarding reserves, typing and mailing overdue notices, writing
 reviews and/or publicity for newspapers, watering plants, making signs,

 mowing the lawn, clipping newspapers, helping with booksales, typing
 the library board minutes, painting the walls, and shoveling snow.
 When respondents were asked whether their use of volunteers had

 changed in the past four years, two trends emerged. First, librarians are
 striving much harder to manage their volunteers and to decrease super
 vision time. Many have instituted standardized shifts, rather than accom
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 modating volunteers' convenience individually with shifts of variable
 starting times and lengths. For example, one manager, who uses volun
 teers primarily for collection maintenance, insists that volunteers work
 only on Wednesday mornings. Some of her volunteers have resisted this
 tightening of schedules and no longer serve, but the change has been
 successful from a management viewpoint. Eleven respondents who men
 tioned greater need for volunteer management allude to interpersonal
 problems between volunteers in terms such as: "Several irascible volun
 teers are very prominent members of this small community or the wives
 of these leading citizens. To let them go would be political suicide for
 the library budget. These nasty people have driven away the other vol
 unteers we had."

 Several respondents lamented that these volunteer disagreements re
 quire much time to rectify, time not available to them. In contrast, they
 said salaried staff often downplay minor personality clashes and strive to get
 along because of the "common goal of a pay cheque and steady employ
 ment." The feuding volunteers had no such "regulator" of their behavior.
 Such problems indicate that managers need special skills acquired
 through course work or reading to deal with this category of staff.30

 The second trend which emerged was a change in volunteer duties
 because of automation. Eighteen respondents noted that new auto
 mated circulation systems had had a negative impact on the range of vol
 unteer jobs and/or job satisfaction. One said that her volunteers now
 view circulation duty as a "double-edged sword." They prefer the more
 social front-desk duties to back-room projects, but many dislike or have
 difficulty with the computerized system. Volunteers usually work only a
 few hours each week, and according to respondents, computer profi
 ciency is hard for volunteers to attain, particularly as many programs are
 regularly upgraded. As one respondent explained: "Volunteers used to
 handle circulation duties, but now this is done by paid staff because our
 new automated circulation system brings a much greater chance for ir
 redeemable error. Pressing the delete key is a final sin. Misfiling a card
 or throwing something into the waste basket can usually be rectified."

 Volunteers may be a management challenge in many medium and
 large libraries, but respondents in communities of fewer than five thou
 sand people clearly indicate that volunteers are crucial to the library's
 survival. In these small, nonunionized libraries, volunteers perform key
 library duties because litde or no money is available for staffing. Of li
 braries in this survey which use volunteers, 52 percent (33 of 63) have no
 full-time staff members. Fifteen percent have no paid staff at all. As one
 reading center respondent (a volunteer) commented: "Of course we
 volunteers do it all! We are 'all' the library staff." Every respondent from
 a library serving fewer than five hundred people stated that without vol
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 unteers, there would be no library at all. Many made comments about
 lack of funding. One maintained that the $800 per year government
 grant was just enough to pay the postage to send the books by mail from
 one reading center to another, while another allowed that "if larger li
 braries used volunteers like we do, perhaps there would be more money
 for books for us all."

 Most B.C. communities with populations of five hundred to five thou
 sand have hired one full- or part-time staff member with responsibilities
 as volunteer supervisor. Having volunteers allows these libraries to oper
 ate longer hours, keep materials circulating and shelved, and permits
 some collection maintenance. However, when a library achieves a paid
 staff size of approximately ten, the staff members often begin to orga
 nize into an association or make inquiries about joining a union. With
 the greater staff size, employees start thinking about the increased
 power of "the group" to influence management thinking and better
 protect employees' jobs. When job protection appears on the negotia
 tion agenda, concern about volunteer use becomes an issue. In medium
 sized and large libraries the delicate peace that is established between
 paid staff and management on the subject of volunteers appears to
 depend very much on the "understanding" or agreement reached.

 Whether volunteers are used or not, verbal or written agreements serve
 the same purpose: to establish territorial lines. Agreement descriptions
 by respondents show that a wide range of attitudes regarding volunteers,
 from militancy to acceptance, exists in the province. For one director
 without volunteers, the verbal agreement is "no volunteers, no way."
 But for many of those with volunteers already in the system, the arrange
 ment is "Just these few jobs that paid staff don't currently do, and not one
 step farther7"

 Conclusion

 Volunteers in British Columbia's public libraries have traditionally ful
 filled and continue to fulfill crucial roles both in delivering basic library
 services and in enhancing services provided by paid staff members. In
 the depressed economic climate in Canada in the 1990s, a delicate and
 potentially unstable balance exists in many large and medium-sized li
 braries between competing interests of management and other staff. Li
 brary boards, at the direction of municipal politicians, are trying to
 deliver services in the most economical manner possible, which includes
 the possible use of volunteers. In contrast, staff unions and associations
 are trying to protect the jobs of their members. The CUPE fears that,
 without its opposition, many B.C. municipalities would expand the vol
 unteers' traditional role in large libraries of supplementing paid workers
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 and instead have volunteers supplant those paid workers. As Canadian
 library workers become increasingly unionized, continued use of volun
 teers will require very careful definition of job boundaries to give paid

 workers satisfactory job security and to ensure that, where volunteers are
 used, they can work in pleasant surroundings free of staff resentment.
 According to Marlene Wilson, ". . .we are just beginning to realize that
 as our communities grow and the problems increase and become more
 complex, helping one's neighbor becomes more complex as well."31

 As this study illustrates, the complexity of the union/volunteer rela
 tionship creates numerous difficulties for volunteer use, and makes
 clear that skillful management is required of library directors to utilize
 successfully this form of library philanthropy.
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